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Abstract

The paper published by Ghaoui and Rothman [J. High Resolut. Chromatogr. 15 (1992) 36] and particularly its Fig. 5, is
further considered here because it contains the germ of an idea of how to measure improvements to a chromatographic
method, and how to define the goal of perfection in terms of ‘‘zero defects’’ as required by quality assurance schemes. From
this, a new role emerges for signal averaging in capillary chromatography: a role to quantify and measure method
improvements, and one which can be generally applied to measure improvements in instrument design too.  2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction uniformly as the number of peak measurements
increase. In contrast, the accumulated height, or SH,

In 1992 Ghaoui and Rothman published a paper plot is non linear and falls below the true sum of
on improving detection limits in chromatography by measured heights even though area and height are
signal averaging [1]. This work tested the improve- measured in the same experiment with similar preci-
ments in design and performance of their capillary sion.
gas chromatograph–flame-ionisation detector by sig- The purpose of this paper is to suggest that the
nal, or ensemble or boxcar, averaging repeated curvature of the SH plot is a measure of how well an
analyses of trace peaks in a sample to improve analysis has been performed and can be used as a
signal-to-noise ratio (S /N) and achieve a lowering of new diagnostic. It combines and demonstrates the
the detection limits of their experiments. imperfections of instrumental performance, method

Their paper contains the germ of an idea of how to development and experiment control. The less the
quantitatively assess a chromatographic experiment curvature, the better the experiment. In the limit,
and judge whether it can be improved given the when the SH plot is linear, the experiment can be
chromatographic equipment and methods involved. said to be perfect in terms of zero defects [2] as

Fig. 5 of their paper, reproduced below as Fig. 1 required by quality assurance schemes. In practice,
of this paper, shows area and height accumulation this goal of perfect linearity is not achievable,
plots versus number of analysis repetitions (number because it requires the standard deviation of all
of files [1]). The accumulated area, or SA, plot is analytical processes up to the detector to be zero.
linear, the sum of the measured peak areas increases The value of measuring curvature is that real im-
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Fig. 1. Plot of area count and peak height for undecane, against number of injections or files summed. (Fig. 5 from [1]; reproduced with
kind permission of Wiley–VCH).
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provements in methods or in better instrument produce a systematic effect on accumulated peak
designs can be measured as reductions in curvature height. No matter how many peaks are added, the
of the SH plot and residual curvature can be judged accumulated height, measured at the average re-
negligible for a given analysis. Curvature of the SH tention time, will always be less than the sum of the
plot is an absolute measure of quality. individual heights. The greater the number of added

peaks, the greater will be the shortfall in composite
peak height. It is this feature which gives the SH

2. Features of the SH plot plot a novel diagnostic value different to standard
deviation.

2.1. Curvature In contrast, a signal averaged peak will have an
area equal to the numeric average of the component

The curvature of the SH plot is a consequence of peak areas (6experimental error) and will be unaf-
experimental variations in retention time. Consider fected by small retention time movements or changes
the effect of such retention fluctuations on the in peak shape though it will have a slightly broader
summation of peak height and peak area data base.
gathered from repeated analyses. The summation is This is what Ghaoui and Rothman found. When
made by the point by point addition of data from they plotted accumulated peak area against the
digitized chromatograms. If there is any movement number of repetitions, the SA plot was linear but the
in peak position, corresponding peak retention times SH plot was non linear and lagged the true sum of
measured at the maximum peak height ordinates will component peak heights, see Fig. 1.
not be identical and when data ordinates measured at
the average retention time are summed, the total will 2.2. Variations in peak shape
be less than the sum of the individual peak heights.

Retention times are sensitive indicators of a Ghaoui and Rothman attributed all of the non
number of pre-detection factors including: linearity in the SH plot to variations in retention
1. Inadequate synchronization between analysis start times. However, variations in peak shape introduce

and start of data collection subtle but widespread effects into measurement
2. Irreproducible injection technique accuracy which have an effect on height but not area:
3. Varying column conditions — pressure, tempera- variable peak asymmetry contributes to the non

ture, phase composition linearity of the SH plot but does not affect the SA
4. Varying mobile phase — flow control, phase plot. In fact, although they were working with trace

composition, leaks peaks, Fig. 7 of their paper suggests that peak shape
5. Varying peak zone distribution due to varying might have been a contributor.

injection or column conditions Peak height is usually the largest peak dimension,
If peak shape is constant, variations in retention and so is the most sensitive indicator to variations in

time will have equivalent variations in peak start and peak shape — and the narrower the peak the greater
end times. The net effect on a signal averaged peak, the sensitivity and the greater will be the effect on
a peak created by the addition of correspondingly the curvature of a SH plot. As peaks become
timed ‘‘datums’’ from each chromatogram, and narrower with better technology, the diagnostic value
divided by the number of chromatograms, will be an of the SH and SA plots increases. Averaged peak
increase in peak width accompanied by a lowering of width would provide an equivalent diagnostic, but it
peak height compared to any of the component (real) is a smaller quantity and harder to measure with the
peaks. The height of the signal averaged peak is same precision.
always less than the numeric average of the com-
ponent peak heights measured without regard to 2.3. Flow sensitive and mass sensitive detectors
retention movements.

It will be noted that fluctuations in retention time, The flame ionisation detection used by Ghaoui and
a random phenomenon, combine in the SH plot to Rothman is a mass-sensitive detector. Injector and
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column conditions which produce variations in peak achieved. Ghaoui and Rothman managed a 3–4 fold
shape will affect height but not area, and small improvement in S /N ratio but also became ‘‘impa-
variations in retention will have no effect on in- tient’’ with that other problem of signal averaging:
dividual measured areas or heights. Flow sensitive the time required to gather good data from chromato-
detectors, as used in the various types of capillary grams with a low S /N ratio.
liquid chromatography, will generate peak areas It is precisely the y-axis or retention time move-
which are subject to an additional error from small ments which create the non linearity of the SH plot,
random variations in analyte passage times through and they are used to advantage to provide this new
the detector cell. When this happens, peak areas will application for signal averaging, or more accurately,
vary correspondingly but heights and average re- signal summation. For this test peaks need not be
tention time are preserved. Most importantly, the trace and the S /N ratio can be large. For method
random fluctuations in area do not combine in a inspection and validation, generating the SH plot is
systematic manner, and this distinguishes it from the an occasional task so the time penalty is reduced.
effect of random variations in retention on averaged
height. Compared to the flame ionisation detection 3.2. The perfect chromatogram
area plot in Fig. 1 the SA plot derived from a flow
sensitive detector will still be linear but the standard If an analysis can be brought under such control
deviation of this plot will contain an additional error that detector performance is maximized (or opti-
contribution from flow-rate. mized) and a plot of SH versus number of chromato-

grams is linear, then it is proposed here that this is as
good a working definition of the perfect chromato-
gram as is possible. It does not mean perfect in the

3. Discussion
sense of complete peak resolution or infinite S /N
ratio, it means perfect in the quality control sense of

3.1. Signal or ensemble averaging zero defects and this definition would be valid under
any laboratory regulation scheme. Moreover the

Signal averaging [3–5] involves the overlay and definition is general and, apart from it being best
addition of data from repeated analyses so that applied to capillary peaks, it is independent of the
systematic signals (peaks) add and always reinforce type of chromatography.
each other while random background signals The essential feature of the SH plot is its curva-
(baseline noise) add but sometimes oppose and ture which asymptotes towards linearity as complete
cancel each other. It is typically applied to trace instrumental control is achieved. Absence of curva-
analyses. Trace peaks on a noisy baseline are en- ture means that retention times and peak shapes are
hanced and easier to measure, noise is suppressed constant for the experiment; but even when precision
and interferes less with measurements. A spurious is maximized, i.e. the standard deviation of retention
event which occurs in one experiment but no other is time is minimized, there will still be a residual
‘‘diluted’’ by addition to event free repetitions. The standard deviation and a residual curvature which
accumulation of systematic signal is therefore larger cannot be reduced further without improving column
than the accumulation of background noise, and or instrument specification. Plotting curvature makes
one-off events fade, so the S /N ratio improves. The these improvements easier to visualize and quantify,

]Œimprovement is equal to M [3–6] where M is the and the plot can distinguish between those modi-
number of repetitions, i.e. the number of chromato- fications which bring benefit and those which do not.
grams added together. In practice, the perfect chromatogram is unachiev-

Signal averaging is only meant to deal with signal able because retention times and peak shape can
or y-axis fluctuations, but in chromatography it must never become absolutely stable, there will always be
also contend with retention time or x-axis fluctua- experimental error though the error (and imperfec-
tions. These small random variations in retention tion) can become negligible. As instruments and
limit the amount of signal conditioning which can be techniques improve it will require more and more
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replicate analyses to demonstrate non linearity in a 5 1/M[h /(h 1 h ) ? 100%] from Fig. 21 1 2
SH plot. This trend becomes another measure of

5 1/M[S ( y(t) ) /S H ? 100%]M avtr M trmethod quality.
in which S ( y(t) )5sum of M peak ordinates atM av tr

average t , S H 5sum of M separate peak heights,R M tr

3.3. Quantifying perfection and imperfections (non H , and M5number of chromatograms.tr

zero defects) The curvature of the graph can be seen as well as
measured and this is a test where the analyst’s

This working definition of perfection as a zero judgement of linearity (or best achievable linearity)
might be as useful as the numeric report. For speeddefect experiment and implying mainly capillary
and convenience, this graph and report would be aanalyses, immediately lends itself to quantification in
standard output from the data processor.terms of plot curvature:

(b) More rigorously, it is possible by regression(a) A simple graphical measure is the shortfall in
[7,8] to fit a polynomial to the accumulated data, i.e.accumulated peak height expressed as a percentage

of the real total of peak height as in Fig. 2. This 1 /M[S ( y(t) )] 5 1/M[ p 1 p Qi51,2,.. M avtr 0 1 1measure must note the number of analyses involved,
ias a shortfall generated by many analyses is better 2 S ( p Q )]i52,3,..M i

than the same shortfall generated by only a few.
% Shortfall per added chromatogram The intercept, p should pass through the origin; if0

Fig. 2. SH curvature measured as a shortfall in accumulated peak height.
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it does not, the value provides more diagnostic data significant curvature, the better the experiment is
about sample degradation, the detector or data pro- performed.
cessor.

The term p Q is equal to the peak height1 1 3.5. Test samplemeasured at average t , alternatively it is the trueR

peak height minus the average shortfall per peak.
A general purpose sample, analogous to the GrobAll of the non linearity is contained in the

i mixture [9], might be designed to include analyteS ( p Q ) term which is negative because thei52,3,..M i species selected to test different parts of the systemSH plot is less than linear.
i for their contributions to the non linearity. ForThe 1/M[S ( p Q )] term is a measure ofi52,3,..M i example, analytes might be selected to providethe imperfection of the analysis. The purpose of

1. A molecular mass range to test injector discrimi-method development is to make p and this term less0 nationthan a user defined threshold and negligible.
2. A polarity range to provide a range of peakIt follows that if the SH plot is as near linear as

asymmetriespossible and no more curvature can be removed from
3. A concentration range to monitor detector lineari-it by refining the experiment, the experiment is under

ty (and to stay in range)as much control as it can be.
4. Trace components to measure the S /N improve-This does not mean that the analysis cannot be

ment as Ghaoui and Rothman didimproved by using another column to provide better
How complex this sample becomes will reflect theresolution, or by using a more sensitive detector to

individual needs of a laboratory and the ingenuity ofgive bigger peak areas for the same injected quantity.
the sample maker. Too many components should beIt only means that the experiment cannot be im-
avoided if this creates peak overlap or makes theproved with existing equipment and methods. In
analysis time too long. The linear dynamic range ofquality terms, method development has reached a
the detector must not be exceeded though inspectionplateau. Further improvements will come from using
of the SA plots of the largest peaks will show if itbetter components or technique and the improvement
has. Where possible and for efficiency, these testscan be measured as a reduction in 1 /M[Si52,3,..M

i might be integrated with existing system suitability( p Q )].i tests.

3.4. Number of chromatograms in a SH plot 3.6. Limitations

Ghaoui and Rothman produced a measurable To ensure accurate and not merely precise peak
curvature with only six chromatograms. The number measurement, and to overcome the limits of com-
of chromatograms required to produce a measurable mercial data processors [11], the measured peaks in a
curvature depends on the individual analysis, some sample (which is not necessarily all of the peaks)

]are inherently more difficult than others. must be fully resolved. Peak symmetry is preferable
When curvature measured as 1 /M [Si52,3,..M but not essential; analysts should note however thati( p Q ] becomes small, by improved experimenti if peak shape and asymmetry are variable within the

design, more curvature can be introduced into the experiment, the data processor must have adequate
SH plot by increasing the number of chromatograms sampling frequency as peak sampling requirementsiincluded, but the quantity 1 /M [S ( p Q )]i52,3,..M i change with peak shape [10–12].iwhich can be interpreted as ‘‘S ( p Q ) peri52,3,..M i

added chromatogram’’ will become smaller as each
improvement is made. This trend of general im- 3.6.1. Data measurement
provement can be monitored over long periods by The data processor must be capable of sampling

irecording M and 1/M [S ( p Q )] separately. the narrowest and most asymmetric peaks sufficient-i52,3,..M i

The more chromatograms required to produce a ly as under-sampling leads to peak shape distortion
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[11,12]. Other signal conditioning and measurement conversion of random fluctuations in retention time
algorithms are embedded in the software and are into a systematic reduction of measured peak height.
unknown to the user; it can only be assumed that This new application provides a scheme for moni-
they measure peaks with accuracy and without toring improvements to a chromatographic experi-
distortion. ment when methods are changed or the equipment is

Not all data processors provide the procedures to upgraded.
allow signal or ensemble averaging of chromato- It is a means to selectively measure improvements
grams, but it is an easy task for manufacturers to add to specific parts of the experiment, the injector, flow
them to those processors which do not. The changes controllers or column, and is another validation test
are in software and will only incur a fixed develop- for the transfer of methods to different sites. Round
ment cost. An increase in data storage capacity may robin tests might choose to include a measure of

ibecome necessary if more chromatograms are arc- 1 /M[S ( p Q )] from SH plots as an initiali52,3,..M i

hived. comparison of the labs involved.
Instrument manufacturers can quantify instrument

improvements (especially to injectors) by measuring
3.6.2. Detector linearity and sensitivity and reporting reductions in non linearity of the SH

The curvature of the SH plot is independent of the plot brought about by design improvements in their
detector provided the detector is fully functional and new systems. Column manufacturers might find peak
working within its linear range. Detector sensitivity shape degradation (seen as peak height reduction) a
need not be maximized to be judged as having ‘‘zero more sensitive and a quantifiable indicator of column
defects’’ but it must be stable and sufficient. If there suitability or degradation.
is a loss of sensitivity, if detection becomes non- As a system performance test, signal averaging of
linear, or if there is in-line sample or column repeated analyses may be too sensitive for some
degradation, it may contribute to the non linearity of chromatographic analyses and more demanding than
the SH plot, but such events will also degrade the the analysis warrants, but it will undoubtedly demon-
SA plot which is therefore retained for comparison. strate the experimental skills of those analysts who
It is assumed here that curvature of the SH plot is can achieve near zero defects and it introduces the

]
measured while the SA plot remains linear. This is quantitative idea that a chromatograph can be judged
not unreasonable: it is an assumption that installation to be performing at its best.
and maintenance related problems are absent, detec-
tor sensitivity is optimized, and the analyst is at the
stage of fine-tuning his /her methods for best per-
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